Abstract
INTRODUCTION
In year 2008, world economy is experiencing fundamental change to uncertain economy. This happened to all countries then following into financial crisis. The reason of financial crisis occurred in the world, because current economic system failed to predict the sign of crisis that is knocking over the world. The global crisis has serious disruptions in financial intermediation, access to capital, and price discovery. This condition gave impact to banking sector and all levels of enterprise activity where healthy businesses unable to conduct and finance their commercial activity. Simultaneously with this situation banking sector also got the essential features from this financial crisis by symptoms such as lack of liquidity, no intermediation, asset price deterioration, and capitulation selling. Then, conventional economic and financial science looks for economic model in new paradigm on new approach and more comprehensive.
This matter is conducted to get better solution in face of economics problem. One of the solutions is developing financial system based on interest rate free or without usury which is recognized in Islamic economic concept as profit loss sharing. Islam also has financial system and will be the solution for this situation where economic system is not working properly. This related with the meaning of the word "Islam". Islam means safe or consist of solution for all problems. Islam can give contribution to make new paradigm and to solve current world problem by comprehensive approach that recognized in Islam as Kaffah. In other word, Islam has also comprehensive approach.
PHILOSOPHY OF KAFFAH THINKING
Philosophy of Islamic economics based on three entities which independent but integrate in a system, and there are God, human being, and religion. The principal of Islamic Economics on philosophy determined that human being has been created by God for religious affair Method of Sinlammim can be developed in life for instance economics. First element is God, second element is nature, and third elements is religious service.
SYSTEM THINKING
An available approach to study real world is system approach. This system approach, the complex world will be studied in the small unit that represent almost all parts from the complex world. In the system terminology, there is model to draw the real world by taking some representatives data into one simple form. After elements and process parts, then following process can be identified, characterized and the reassembly in a unity of structure to have target and product itself. The definition of system is the part of real world from various elements at particular time and place. This system model include component and process which interact one another base on concept of goal design.
System thinking or kaffah thinking represents approach method that related with other parts in one system, not independent unit, because all elements has connection chain as a part in one whole system. System thinking approach based on environmental elements that related to some objects as a one unity, representing system in some parts, can"t be 
DIGITAL ROOT
The hegemony of capitalism on science and technology to make a tool in computer such as Powersim that represent one of many tools based on high standard. On the other hand, Islam comes with simple argument and supported by low end technology which can transform the thinking theory of Kaffah into Sinlammim method to have digital root as a tool. In this very easy calculation, the numbers will be count one by one until unlimited amounts on certain repeats numbers on the top of absolute value. Begin with less number until indefinite numbers, there are 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,….. etc 
